Recoupling of residual dipolar couplings in single-domain polymer-stabilized liquid crystals undergoing magic-angle spinning.
Measurement of dipolar couplings, chemical shift anisotropies, and quadrupole couplings in oriented media such as liquid crystals are of great importance for extraction of structural parameters in biological macromolecules. Here, we introduce a new technique, SAD-REDOR, that consists of recoupling heteronuclear dipolar couplings in molecules dissolved in a single-domain liquid crystal or other oriented medium through the combined use of magic-angle spinning and rotor-synchronized radiofrequency pulses. This application of the REDOR pulse sequence to oriented media offers several advantages such as selectivity over the type of coupling recovered and tunable scaling of the interaction. The effectiveness of the technique is demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally, using the recently developed polyacrylamide-stabilized Pf1 phage medium and 15N-labeled benzamide as the aligned molecule.